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examination and glasses. I cannot see that anybody can
raise any possible objection; my patients are more
than pleased not to have the bother of going on else-
where to get their glasses. Thousands of doctors all over
the country dispense medicines. Moreover, they repeat
medicine when required. If this is not " selling " an
article, what is?- Curiously enough, the custom is so old-
established that the chemists do not mind! If doctors
can ' sell " teeth and medicines, to say nothing of trusses
and abdominal belts, why not glasses?-I am, etc.,

London, Sept. 29th. G.P. OCULIST."

Criminal Abortion: Some Figures
SIR,-In criminal abortion the law makes no distinction

between miscarriage and abortion. In England the crime
lies in the criminal intent, whether the woman be or be
not with child. In Scotland, however, the woman must
be pregnant, and it is necessary in the charge against the
accused to prove the pregnancy.
The law takes no cognizance of whether expulsion takes

place before or after quickening. In fifteen cases tried in
Glasgow the duration of pregnancy was as follows: two
occurred in second month, six in third month, three in
fourth month, one in fifth month, three in sixth month.
As to the means of induction, in twenty-three cases

drugs were more popular than instruments in the propor-
tion of fourteen to nine. The drugs employed were: iron
and aloes pills in five cases, ergot in three cases, slippery
elm bark in two cases, lead pills, pennyroyal pills,
quinine sulphate pills, aletris cordial-each one case. The
instruments used were: knitting needle one case, curette
one case, uterine sound one case, crochet hook two cases,
catheter fbur cases.

I am indebted to Professor John Glaister, Forensic
Medicine Department, Glasgow University, for permission
to publish these figures, which are culled from the records
of the late Professor John Glaister, M.D., LL.D.-
I am, etc.,

University of Glasgow. F. W. MARTIN.

Social Medicine
SIR,-Your leading article on social medicine on August

10th quotes Dr. Etienne Burnet as saying: " The object
of social medicine may be described as the equalization
of classes, rich and poor, in respect to health." Though
true essentially from the point of view of disease-which,
as my old teacher the late Professor Samson Gemmell of
Glasgow never tired of preaching, is no respecter of
persons-such equalization is far from being realized from
the point of view of prevention and cure. Hence the
relative failure, which you point out, of all our modem
research and therapy to eliminate or seriously to mitigate
disease.

It would pay the rich (to put -the reason for their help
on no higher ground) to help in such equalization of
medical services by substantially contributing to the
financial side. The reservoir of possible infection to them-
selves would be removed by effective dealing with endemics
and epidemics among the poor. The evolving of such a
contributory scheme combining all the freedom of private
practice with all the benefits to all that only the rich can
afford to pay for at present has long interested me.
I published a first draft of such a scheme eleven years
ago under the title " Is State Medicine Feasible? " in
Medical Economics (New York), and a slightly altered
version in the South African Medical Journal in December,
1933, under the title " The Panel."

Prior to the latter date I extended the principle, origin-
ally designed for the medical profession alone, to all

trades and professions. After writing a draft of my
general scheme I read in your correspondence columns of
the Douglas social credit scheme, and, having got in touch
with Douglas through your courtesy, modified my scheme
a little in his direction, though in principle both were
the same from the first. As the principle is a Christian
one I published my scheme in the South African
Presbyterian Church magazine The Churchman in June,
1935. My general scheme includes the particular one
so far as finance goes, but I mean to write up the medical
one with details of medical service to date.-I am, etc.,

Durban, Natal, Sept. 9th. C. LUNDIE.

RADIUM COMMISSION
The new National Radium Commission has been elected,
and consists of the following members. The appointing
body or person is indicated in parentheses.
The Earl of Donoughmore, Chairman.
Sir Cuthbert Wallace, Vice-Chairman (National Radium Trust).
Dr. T. Carnwath (Minister of Health).
Dr. T. Ferguson (Secretary of State for Scotland).
Dr. Rupert Hallam (National Radium Trust).
Dr. G. WV. C. Kaye (Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research).
Professor J. C. G. Ledingham (Medical Research Council).
Mr. J. J. M. Shaw (National Radium Trust).
Mr. G. F. Stebbing (National Radium Trust).
Professor Beckwvith WVhitehouse (National Radium Trust).
Professor James Young (National Radium Trust).
Joint Secretaries, Dr. G. WV. C. Kaye and Mr. G. F. Stebbing.
Office Secretary, Miss K. Griffiths.
The Commission will meet as heretofore at 5, Adelph;i

Terrace, Strand, W.C.2.

ASSOCIATION OF INDUSTRIAL MEDICAL
OFFICERS

As a result of many months of negotiation the Association
of Industrial Medical Officers came into being at a meeting
at the London School of Hygiene, University of London,
on September 27th, when twenty medical practitioners
giving whole-time services to industrial firms in London
and the provinces decided to form this body as the asso-
ciation representative of their branch of practice. This
number will be augmented at an early date by the election
to membership of many other whole- and part-time prac-
titioners actively employed by industrial firms, all of
whom are invited to apply for membership. The associa-
tion replaces, and continues the work of, the previous
Council of Industrial Medicine, which was formed ten
years ago in the Federation of Medical and Allied Services.
Its members continu-e also to constitute the Advisory
Medical Committee of the Industrial Welfare Society.
The new association will hold its meetings at the London
School of Hygiene, Keppel Street, W.C.1, where accommo-
dation has been provided by Professor W. W. Jameson,
the director. These meetings will be held three times
a year in London and once a year in the provinces, and
each meeting will be followed by a dinner in the school
and a conference on the following day. The first chair-
man is Dr. N. Howard Mummery, of J. Lyons and Co.,
Ltd., and the honorary secretary is Dr. Donald Stewart,
of Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., Birmingham. The
subscription has been fixed at five shillings annually.
The objects of the association are to provide the means
whereby medical practitioners attached to industrial con-
cerns can meet to discuss the many problems that arise
in their work, in regard to both preventive medicine
and remedial surgery, and thus enhance their value to the
management of their individual firms, promote the know-
ledge of their specialty, and increase their usefulness to
industry as a whole. Although a good deal has already
been done in these directions during recent years it has
been obvious that a more intensive study directed to
reducing the vast amount of unnecessary industrial in-
capacity and absenteeism is needed. This the new asso-
ciation has the means and the will to carry out. Already
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